A margin is defined relative to something else. A ruled line. A body of text on a page. The margins are the excess, outside of the value we can qualify or quantify. Our understandings of the habitability of the margins are too often framed as fundamental differences between those that inhabit value and the rest that do not. What would happen if we reframed the margins beyond a simple dichotomy? What could we gain if the margins were a habitable space around and between the things we prioritize in defining? By analyzing a body of my own art, I visualize the margins through the categories of marginalia and color(ism). In marginalia, I emphasize the coordination between linguistic structures on the page as a way to project the margins into habitable space. Through an analysis of color(ism), I show that the margins are neither for blackness nor whiteness. It is color on the brink. The brink -an edge between two things that is only known through a spatial, epistemological, and ontological understanding of something because it neither one or the other. This emphasis on color is meant to draw a line from the semantic page to the aesthetic space through affect. Ultimately the goal of this paper is not just to theoretically propose such a space, but to also apply it as a form of embodied knowledge that I have/am living, and how such a space as the margins can be seen in traces through creative expression. In the following pages, I will use a body of art to visualize the margins and show it as a method of revalue. Through the categories of marginalia and color(ism), I will emphasize various linguistic structures as the main propagator of the margins as a space, both in the way it acts as a hold (a la Sharpe (Sharpe 132)) for the things we have no other place for, and as a way to sharply define where the comfortable ends for us and the uncomfortable begins. The margins are not simply otherizing; they are the place where our discomfort comes not from their inability to be easily recognized, pin-down, and defined. The margins are queer.
a. Noun. The edge or border of something.
¾ Oxford English Dictionary
A margin is defined relative to something else. A ruled line. A number or standard. A country. A body of text on a page. It is something that only gains its ontological value via its valueless-ness in comparison to something else. The margins are the excess, outside of the value we can qualify or quantify. In her seminal work In the Wake, Sharpe uses the literal and metaphorical implications of the wake as a space to understand how Black being is still lived with and through the legacy of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade and African diaspora (Sharpe 24) . The "wake" is a space created through the actions of another force -a larger object that cuts through everything else leaves a wake. A ship on the water. The space in the recoil of a gun. In other words, Sharpe shows Black being/non-being is lived in a fraught space of continuous pressurein the wake (Sharpe) . Like Sharpe, I want to locate another form of being that is formed in response to its irreconcilability: the margins. We are used to being in the margins; a description of the impoverished or the overlooked. But our understandings of the habitability of the margins are too often framed as fundamental differences between those that inhabit value and the rest that do not. What would happen if we reframed the margins beyond a simple dichotomy? What could we gain if the margins were a habitable space around and between the things we prioritize in defining? A space of erasure, where people from more defined or accepted spaces are moved to, i.e. moved into the margins when they become too difficult to understand. A space I argue, where identities not easily reconciled with are placed, and therefore pose a new methodology of how to value.
In the following pages, I will use a body of art to visualize the margins and show it as a method of revalue. Through the categories of marginalia and color(ism), I will emphasize various linguistic structures as the main propagator of the margins as a space, both in the way it acts as a hold (a la Sharpe (Sharpe 132)) for the things we have no other place for, and as a way to sharply define where the comfortable ends for us and the uncomfortable begins. The margins are not simply otherizing; they are the place where our discomfort comes not from their inability to be easily recognized, pin-down, and defined. The margins are queer. The preparation instructions also bear these temporal shifts, as each fold out page has printed the same instructions repeated, but with each step the ingredients being prepared are substituted for the people of the locales each ingredient passes through on the way to Europe. The margins works as a space not just to be crossed but also held in the "hold" ( Together, these pieces highlight the flexibility of the category of marginalia in refiguring not just the knowledge generated on a page, but also its projection into space. The margins can be glimpsed here as the place where marginalia takes us, as it circles out and around the set areas we understand. The spectacle of consumption and preparation of food can also be projected into different temporalities. I am a white-passing person of color -the whitest person in my family. I am mixed race. People assume this means mainly white and a dot of brown when it is, in fact, the opposite. For me, the margins are in resituating myself in a space where I can revalue my own position within the spectrum of color. In Every day I eat until I am full, thirty-six hand printed pages of one bag of corn tortillas, each one bearing the statement "I thought you were just another white girl." Each tortilla becomes increasingly browner, beginning with a "white" skin tone and ending with a dark brown. Here the margins lay in the shift, within each page as a color spectrum from white to brown is presented, there is no place for the viewer to identify where the transition from white to brown is metaphorically as a projection of skin tone or race. Between neighboring pages, it is impossible to identify a change is even occurring. The margins show that the gradients of identity are disconnected from the affective textures of skin and color, always in flux, always changing.
I began with a definition of margin that we are familiar with to try and connect its abstract qualities with the grounded material specificities of the page. From there, other aesthetics beyond the whiteness of the page and into whiteness as a textured space expand the margins into a space of habitability and revaluing that is within whiteness but also distinct in its ability to remain indefinable. The margins have, through the pairing with different art above, given a texture and materiality to the margins that allow its spatialization beyond the plane of the page, beyond the hold of the gallery, beyond the spectacle and voyeurism of its adherents, and into modes of temporality and action. Therefore, I want to end with a new Margins -one that can give a habitability and value to the indefinable:
Margins:
a.
Noun. An enduring moment that can be habitable, and takes up space, even if this space has difficulty being defined; where people taken from more defined or accepted spaces are moved to in order to re-find value
